
Founded in 1947, the Brewer Company began as a custom tube fabricator constructing truck and train 

seat frames and dinette sets. In the 1960s, fueled by the success found in the seating industry, we     

developed a comprehensive line of medical exam seating that was the beginning of our current     

product lines. Today, Brewer leads the industry in innovation through our comprehensive line of power 

procedure and exam tables, patient lift, stationary tables, ergonomic seating, and other medical    

products. 

Brewer innovations add up to better bottom-line values. We understand that today’s new healthcare 

reality presents a host of challenges to your clinical, financial and operational success. That’s why we 

work closely with medical professionals to develop the advancements that matter, allowing our     

customers to: 

• Enhance patient and staff safety -  Set a new standard in ADA-compliant safe patient handling and

protect your caregivers’ backs and your bottom line from workers compensation claims.

• Preserve patient dignity and enhance patient satisfaction - Instill elderly, disabled and bariatric

patients with a sense of independence they won’t experience with other solutions.

• Keep pace with changing patient population requirements - Accommodate a wider range of

patients with advancements that include the first power exam table to offer a 700 lb. patient weight

capacity.

• Lower total cost of ownership and increase ROI - Industry-leading warranties and more standard

features mean more value, while allowing you to optimize clinical efficiency and flexibility in com-

pact exam rooms.

Clinical and Exam Room Solutions 

Leading the way in patient and staff  safety. 
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- Helps prevent patient falls by smoothly maneuvering patients onto and off of 

surfaces found in exam, treatment, radiology and imaging rooms 

- Improves clinical staff safety by reducing manual lifts of patients 

- Removes patient mobility barriers 

- Mobile, battery-powered and easy to use 

- True chair-to-table design easily and safely takes patients from consultation to 

examination 

- 18” profile in seated position allows level transfer from standard wheelchair heights, 

complete with upright seat back and safety grab bars to support reliable transfers 

- Access High-Low Exam Table 700 is the first power exam table in the industry to 

offer a 700 lb. weight capacity, standard 

- Offers unmatched storage capacity and signature pass-through drawers and work 

surface 

- Thee year warranty standard 

- One table accommodates multiple procedure positions, including supine, left 

lateral plane, lithotomy, and proctology  

- Lowers to 19” for easy wheelchair transfers 

- Intuitive foot controls 

- Exclusive, easy-to-adjust, three-point pivot headrest 

- 450 lb. weight capacity and 5” leg extension accommodates a variety of patients 

more comfortably for safer clinical outcomes 

- Three year warranty standard 

To see more of Brewer’s innovative products, visit brewercompany.com. 
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Clinical and Exam Room Solutions 

To Order Contact:
ERA Health LLC d/b/a Veteran's Health
Medical Supply
Med/Surg DAPA: SP0200-10-H-0103
Equipment DAPA: SP0200-11-H-0082
DBPA: SPM200-15-A-8756
orders@vhms.com; (866) 771-7052




